ELAN implements computational systems, a concept that combines two first class entities: rewrite rules and rewriting strategies. ELAN can be used either as a logical framework or to describe and execute deterministic as well as non-deterministic rule based processes. With the general goal to make precise a rewriting logic based semantics of ELAN, this paper has three contributions: a presentation of the concepts of rules and strategies available in ELAN, an expression of rewrite rules with matching conditions in conditional rewriting logic, and finally an enrichment mechanism of a rewrite theory into a strategy theory in conditional rewriting logic.
Introduction
The ELAN system provides an environment for specifying and prototyping deduction systems in a language based on rewrite rules controlled by strategies. It offers a natural and simple logical framework for the combination of the computation and deduction paradigms, as it is backed up by the concepts of rewriting logic and computational systems. It supports the design of theorem provers, logic programming languages, constraint solvers and decision procedures and offers a modular framework for studying their combination.
An ELAN program defines a computational system [48, 72, 16] given by a signature providing the syntax, a set of conditional rewrite rules describing the computation as well as the deduction mechanism, and strategies to guide application of rewrite rules. ELAN programs are structured in modules, possibly parameterised and importing other modules.
ELAN takes from functional programming the concept of abstract data types and the function evaluation principle based on rewriting. In ELAN a rewrite rule may be labelled, may have boolean conditions and matching conditions, three notions that will be explained in this paper. One of the main originality of the language is to provide a strategy language allowing to specify the control on rules application. This is in contrast to many existing rewriting-based languages, where the term reduction strategy is hard-wired and not accessible to the designer of an application. The strategy language offers primitives for sequential composition, iteration, deterministic and non-deterministic choices of primal strategies that are labelled rules. From these primitives, more complex strategies can be expressed, by introducing new strategy operators and defining them again by rewrite rules. The operational semantics of strategies is itself based on rewriting. The evaluation mechanism also involves backtracking, since in ELAN, a computation may have several results.
One of the main features of ELAN is to consider rules and strategies as first-class objects. A point of view also used later in the Stratego language [71] . From the language point of view, this allows writing programs in a very natural way, having rules and strategies available at the same level. From the semantic point of view, strategy application can be expressed in rewriting logic itself, thanks to its reflective capability. This approach is related to a view of strategies in reflective logics (in particular, rewriting logic) developed in [30] . Strategies can also be expressed in the rewriting calculus [25] , a different point of view developed in [21] .
The strategy notion is a main concept in theorem proving, constraint solving and in programming languages. It is specially useful when search is involved and has been very often treated in a built-in way, hiding to the user the possibility to explicitly use them or to build new strategies. In environments like LCF [40] , tactics and tacticals are provided via the use of ML a now well-known language based on lambda-calculus and rewriting.
In the spirit of deduction modulo [34] , and since the beginning of its design, ELAN uses the notions of computation and deduction in an integrated and identified way. Computations use a fixed left-most and inner-most rewriting strategy and, in contrast, deductions are given by user-defined rules together with user-defined strategies for the application of these rules.
Strategies as an explicit controlling tool are also used in various frameworks based on rewriting logic like 2-OBJ and MAUDE. Strategies of MAUDE [29] are based on reflexivity aspects of rewriting logic. Therefore, a typical application of MAUDE reduces simultaneously terms at several levels: terms at the object-level, meta-terms (like rules, strategies and proofs) at the meta-level, etc. These features, also called as reflective tower, characterize the domain of natural MAUDE applications. A main difference between the MAUDE and ELAN languages is that in the first language, the user should explicitly handle himself the details of the construction of its strategy, as in the former language powerful strategy primitives are provided for free and ready to use in particular non-deterministic rule-based computation. The non-deterministic reduction mechanism, as a principal feature of ELAN, can be efficiently used to solve search problems, from small and illustrative ones to more complex and sophisticated ones, like the Constraint Satisfaction Problem presented in the following section. The non-deterministic reduction mechanism is not a built-in principal feature of other languages. Moreover, non-deterministic rule-based computation at the strategy level (not only at the first-order level) distinguishes ELAN from others strategy languages used in theorem proving.
ELAN has a functional semantics described in [15] , and logical foundations based on rewriting logic [61, 58] and detailed in this paper, which is a revised extension of [14] . So the simple and well-known paradigm of term rewriting provides both the logical framework in which deduction systems can be expressed and combined, and the evaluation mechanism of the language. The notion of strategy as set of proof terms of a rewrite theory was proposed in [48, 72] . Clearly, an arbitrary set of proof terms may be very complicated or irregular from the computational point of view (for instance, a non-recursive set). This is why we concentrate on languages describing special subclasses of strategies, called elementary and defined strategies. The main difference between these two classes is that elementary strategies are built from basic constructions predefined in ELAN, while defined strategies may be recursive, parameterised and typed as well.
The current version of ELAN includes an interpreter and a quite efficient compiler [62, 53] performing up to 20 millions of rewrite steps per second, written respectively in C++ and Java. It provides also a library of standard ELAN modules, a user manual and examples of applications. Among those, let us mention for instance the design of rules and strategies for constraint satisfaction problems [19] , theorem proving tools in first-order logic with equality [52, 22] , the combination of unification algorithms and of decision procedures in various equational theories [66, 50] . More information on the system can be found on the web site http://elan.loria.fr. This paper presents the logical foundation of ELAN using rewriting logic. After giving a few preliminary concepts and notations in Section 2, we describe, in Section 3, the concepts of rules, strategies, and an original notion of rules calling strategies in matching conditions, which is available in ELAN. We also explain the evaluation process for this general form of rules. The goal of the next two sections is to give a formal meaning to this class of rules in the context of rewriting logic. Section 4 shows how to express rewrite rules with matching conditions in conditional rewriting logic. Then, Section 5 is devoted to express strategies in this framework. We show how to enrich a rewrite theory into a strategy theory in conditional rewriting logic. The definition of the application operator of a strategy to a term by a set of rewrite rules with matching conditions, provides in turn a logical description of a strategy evaluator. At this point, the general form of rules presented in Section 3 is a formula in the extended strategy theory. Section 6 explains how these concepts are implemented in ELAN, and Section 7 presents a few applications developed using this system. To conclude, Section 8 draws some perspectives of further extensions of the language.
Preliminary concepts and notations
We assume the reader familiar with basic definitions of term rewriting given in particular in [31, 45, 4] . We briefly recall and introduce notations for a few concepts that will be used along this paper. The definitions below are given in the many-sorted case. The order-sorted case can be handled in a similar, although more technical, manner.
We consider a set S of sort symbols, a set F of ranked function symbols, a set X of sorted variables and the set of first-order many-sorted terms T (F , X ) built on F and X . The rank of a function symbol f taking n arguments of respective sorts s 1 , . . . , s n and giving a result of sort s is denoted as follows: f : (s 1 , . . . , s n ) s. The arity of f is n. To simplify notation, we denote a sequence of objects (a 1 , . . . , a n ) by a or a n .
A substitution is a sorted assignment from X to T (F , X ), written, when its domain is finite, σ = {x 1 → t 1 , . . . , x k → t k }. It uniquely extends to an endomorphism of T (F , X ). We also use the notation t{x → w} to express the simultaneous substitution of w i for x i in t. Letters σ, µ, γ, φ, . . . denote substitutions. The composition of µ and σ is denoted by σ • µ and t(σ • µ) = (tσ)µ.
Positions in a term are represented as sequences of integers. The empty sequence ǫ denotes the position associated to the root symbol, and it is called the root (or top) position. The subterm of t at position ν is denoted t |ν . The replacement at position ν of the subterm t |ν by t ′ is written t⌈t ′ ⌉ ν . The set of variables occurring in a term t is denoted by Var(t). If Var(t) is empty, t is called a ground term and T (F ) is the set of ground terms. A term t is said to be linear if no variable occurs more than once in t.
A T (F , X )-equality is a directed pair of terms in T (F , X ), denoted as usual (∀X, t = t ′ ) where X = Var(t) ∪ Var(t ′ ). For any set of equalities E, T (F , X ) /E denotes the free quotient algebra of terms modulo E. The equivalence class of a term t modulo E is denoted t E or just t . For details and general results on calculus modulo equational axioms, the reader is invited to consult for example [46] .
We especially consider associative commutative theories, in which there is at least one binary function symbol f , that satisfies the following set AC of associativity and commutativity axioms:
All such symbols are called AC function symbols. On the other hand, F ∅ is the subset of F made of function symbols which have no property and are called free function symbols. A term is said to be syntactic if it contains only free function symbols. We write s = AC t to indicate that the two terms s and t are equivalent modulo associativity and commutativity of AC symbols. The reader interested in associative commutative theories, and their interaction with rewriting can refer for instance to [65, 46] .
Rules and strategies

Rewrite rules
A rewrite rule is an ordered pair of terms denoted l → r such that l, r ∈ T (F , X ) and Var(r) ⊆ Var(l). The term l is called the left-hand side or pattern and r is the right-hand side. A rewrite rule is said to be syntactic if the left-hand side is a syntactic term. In order to get a better control on the application of the rewrite rules, conditions can be added. We define here an extended notion of condition, called matching condition, used in ELAN, but also in ASF+SDF [54] . • l, r, p 1 , . . . , p n , c 1 , . . . , c n ∈ T (F , X ), • ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, p i and c i have the same sort,
Example 2 The definition of the Fibonacci function can be expressed by the three following unlabelled conditional syntactic rules :
Since these three rules have no label, the standard built-in leftmost innermost evaluation strategy is used to apply them on a given term. The interest of this form with respect to the classical rule
is indeed to factorise the expression of f latten(l) and, with an adequate implementation, to avoid computing twice the flattened form of l.
We can see on this last example that one advantage of the where construction, similar to the let statement in ML, is to give to the programmer access to a direct control of sharing during the rewriting mechanism.
Rule application
To apply a syntactic rule [ℓ] l → r on a term t at some position ν, one looks for a matching, i.e. a substitution σ satisfying lσ = t |ν . Note that t is always considered as a ground term. The algorithm which provides the unique substitution σ, whenever it exists, is called syntactic matching. Once a substitution σ is found, the application of the rewrite rule consists of building the reduced term t ′ = t⌈rσ⌉ ν . Computing a normal form of a term t w.r.t. a rewrite system R consists of successively applying the rewrite rules of R, at every position, until no one applies any more. In order to ensure the existence and uniqueness of normal forms, the rewrite system R is required to be respectively (weakly) terminating and confluent.
To apply a conditional rule [ℓ] l → r where p := c on a term t (with l and p two syntactic terms), the satisfiability of the condition p := c has to be checked before building the reduced term. Let σ be the matching substitution from l to t |ν . Checking the matching condition p := c consists first of using the rewrite system R to compute a normal form c ′ of cσ, when it exists, and then verifying that p matches the ground term c ′ . If there exists a substitution µ, such that pµ = c ′ , the composed substitution σ • µ is used to build the reduced term t ′ = t⌈rσµ⌉ ν . Otherwise the application of the rule fails. Note that for usual boolean conditions of the form if c, µ is the identity when the normal form of cσ is true. It may also happen that no normal form is found for cσ, in which case the rule is said non-terminating.
When the rule is of the form
[ℓ] l → r where p 1 := c 1 . . . where p n := c n the matching substitution is successively composed with each matching µ i from p i to the normal forms of c i σµ 1 . . . µ i−1 , for i = 1, . . . , n. If one of these µ i does not exist, the application of the rule fails. If no normal form is found at some step i, the rule does not terminate.
When the left-hand side of the rule contains AC function symbols, AC matching is invoked. The term l is said to AC match another term t if there exists a substitution σ such that lσ = AC t. AC matching has already been extensively studied, for instance in [43, 9, 55, 32, 5, 56, 37] . In general, AC matching can return several solutions, which introduces a need for backtracking for conditional rules: as long as there is a solution to the AC matching problem for which the matching condition is not satisfied, another solution has to be extracted. If the pattern p contains AC function symbols, an AC matching algorithm is used [42, 37] to find a substitution µ such that pµ = c ′ . Only when all solutions have been tried unsuccessfully, the application of this conditional rule fails. When the rule contains a sequence of matching conditions, failing to find a match for the i-th condition causes a backtracking to the previous one. So, in practice, conditional rewriting requires AC matching problems to be solved in a specific way: the first solution has to be found as fast as possible, and the others have to be provided one by one on request.
Example 4 A typical case of application for associative and commutative theories is the axiomatisation of integer multisets. Using two sorts int and mset this structure is described by the following operators:
where ∪ is AC and the third operator is a (no-named) coercion from the sort int into the sort mset.
Assuming the variable i and m to be respectively of sort int and mset, the following rewrite rule extracts one element of the multiset:
Application of this rule to the term ∅ ∪ 1 ∪ 2 ∪ 3 ∪ 4 ∪ 5, at the root position, produces five possible results 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.
In some cases, one may want to get all solutions of an AC matching problem and build all possible results of rewriting with these different matching substitutions. It is then suitable to consider that application of a rule to a term produces a multiset of results that may be empty, a singleton, a finite, or an infinite multiset of reduced terms. Note that the notion of multiset is useful here since identical results may be produced by different computations.
Example 5
As another example of the use of associative-commutative symbols, let us consider the following unlabelled rule, where the union symbol ∪ is again an associativecommutative operator, f is a free function symbol and x, y are multiset variables
This rule has a condition and two matching conditions which involve AC-matching. When applying this rule on two multisets m 1 and m 2 , it removes identical elements and returns resulting multisets p 1 and p 2 . It is also possible to express the algorithm in a more compact way:
Here associative commutative matching alone performs the search for identical elements among the multisets. However the first form is more flexible, since it would allow, e.g., application of another function on m 1 or m 2 . It also forces the evaluation by unlabelled rules of m 1 and m 2 , which may simplify the subsequent matching.
We should notice, and this is detailed latter, that in where statements (that are always of the form p := s), the patterns (i.e. p) are not instantiated, in contrast with the right hand side of the statement (i.e. s). This is merely a design decision, motivated by the wish to keep programs more readable.
The notion of matching condition could be generalised to unification condition, where full unification is used to instantiate variables in the where statement. This would enhance the expressive power of the language, but immediately raises the problem of using narrowing at the operational level.
Strategies
Rules are not only used for function evaluation in Computer Science, and they appear in various areas ranging from expert systems to logical frameworks. In most cases, rules are neither terminating nor confluent, and therefore their application needs to be controlled precisely. Plans in expert systems, or tactics in logical frameworks have been introduced for this purpose. The need for expressing control also appears in deduction systems.
In order to control rule application and to take into account multisets of results, we introduce the concept of strategy: a strategy is a function which, when applied to an initial term, returns a multiset of results. The strategy fails if the multiset is empty.
To precisely define how multisets of results are handled, we introduce the following strategy constructors.
• A labelled rule is a primal strategy. A rule labelled ℓ is only applied at the root position of a term t and its application results in a multiset of terms. The application of this primal strategy fails, or when the context is clear we say that the strategy fails, if the multiset of resulting terms is empty.
• If f is a function symbol of arity n, then f (S 1 , . . . , S n ) denotes a strategy, where S i are strategies. Applying this strategy on the term f (t 1 , . . . , t n ) results in n applications of strategies S i on terms t i . Applying f (S 1 , . . . , S n ) on g(t 1 , . . . , t m ) fails, i.e. it returns the empty set of results, if f = g. The notation of the strategy f (S 1 , . . . , S n ) may respect the infix notation of the symbol f , e.g.
• Two strategies can be concatenated by the symbol ";", i.e. the second strategy is applied on all results of the first one. The concatenation S 1 ; S 2 denotes the sequential composition of the two strategies. It fails if either S 1 fails or S 2 fails on all results of S 1 . Its results are all results returned by the application of S 2 to all results of S 1 .
• dk(S 1 , . . . , S n ) applies all strategies given in the list of arguments and for each of them returns all its results. This multiset of results may be empty, in which case the strategy fails.
• dc(S 1 , . . . , S n ) chooses one strategy S i in the list that does not fail, and returns all its results. This strategy fails when all sub-strategies S i fail.
• first(S 1 , . . . , S n ) chooses the first strategy S i in the list that does not fail, and returns all its results. This strategy fails when all sub-strategies S i fail.
• dc one(S 1 , . . . , S n ) chooses one strategy S i in the list that does not fail, and returns one of its results. This strategy returns at most one result or fails if all substrategies fail.
• first one(S 1 , . . . , S n ) chooses the first strategy S i in the list that does not fail, and returns one of its first results. This strategy returns at most one result or fails if all sub-strategies fail.
• The strategy id is the identity that never fails.
• fail is the strategy that always fails and therefore it always returns the empty set of results.
• repeat*(S) applies repeatedly the strategy S until it fails and returns the results of the last unfailing application. This strategy can never fail (zero applications of S are always possible) and may return more than one result. However, an application of this strategy may also not terminate.
• The strategy iterate*(S) is similar to repeat*(S) but returns all intermediate results of repeated applications.
Example 6 Let us consider a sequent calculus, implemented using inference rules, among which are the following ones:
where :: denotes the conjunction of subproofs. We may want to control application of these rules in such a way that repeated application of rules negg and conjg as long as possible is performed before either rule disjg or impg is applied. This could be expressed by a strategy of the form:
Let us emphasise that, by definition of primal strategies, any labelled rule is a strategy. In order to precisely describe the meaning of the operators dk, dc, first, dc one, first one, it is helpful to introduce four auxiliary operators that allow us to differentiate between two different levels of control:
Controlling the number of results in the result set: given a strategy, -the one operator builds a strategy that returns at most one result; -the all operator builds a strategy that returns all possible results of the strategy.
Controlling the choice of the strategy in the list of strategies: given a list of strategies, -the select one operator chooses and returns a non-failing strategy among the list of strategies; -the select first operator chooses and returns the first (from left to right) non-failing strategy among the list of strategies; -the select all operator returns all unfailing strategies.
Using these four primitives, the strategy constructors dk, dc, first, dc one and first one can then be defined by the following axioms, where S i stands for a strategy:
Note that the dk, dc and first operators are equivalent if they are applied on a unique argument: dk(S) = dc(S) = first(S) = S. Because of its definition the first operator is deterministic and will always return the first unfailing strategy. The one strategy is currently implemented in ELAN deterministically, since it returns always the first element when any. Note that we could have also considered the combination select all(one(S 1 ), . . . , one(S n )), but programming experience in ELAN shows it to be less useful.
Example 7 Let us come back to Example 4 on multisets, with the following rule, which has now a label R:
Recall that application of this rule to (the top of) the term ∅∪1∪2∪3∪4∪5 produces five possible results 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. The strategies dk(R), dc(R) and first(R) are all equivalent in this case and enumerate the multiset of results. On the other hand, dc one(R) produces only one among these results, and first one(R) returns the result corresponding to the first found match.
Let us explain now how to express user-defined strategies with this language.
The easiest way to build a strategy is to use the strategy constructors to build strategy terms and to define a new constant operator that denotes this (more or less complex) strategy expression. This gives rise to a first class of strategies called elementary strategies. Elementary strategies are defined by unlabelled rules of the form [] S → strat, where S is a constant strategy operator and strat a term built on predefined strategy constructors and rule labels, but that does not involve S. 
Having only sort preserving rewrite rules, we can construct strategies of sort s → s , which can be abbreviated to s . In this case, we have:
A multiset of terms is an abstract data type defined by two constructors: . and ∅ for the empty multiset.
Section 5 is mainly devoted to encode the semantics of the application symbol in rewriting logic. 
These two rules are applied repeatedly according to the following strategy:
The listExtract strategy controls the application of the two previous rules, as follows: first, tail is applied 0 times and the head of the list is returned, then, tail is applied once and the head of the new tail is returned, and so on. When l is empty, the rule tail fails and the strategy listExtract stops. So for a given list, the application of the strategy listExtract allows extracting all its elements one by one "on demand," in the sense that instead of returning in one big bag all the results, the strategy allows to return them one by one, for example each time a calling strategy needs it.
However this is not expressive enough to allow recursive and parameterised strategies. This is why the more general notion of defined strategies is introduced. Their definition is given by a strategy operator with a rank, and a set of labelled rewrite rules. In order to illustrate now defined strategies, let us take the example of a map functor on lists.
Example 9 Let us introduce an operator map by its rank: The strategy map is defined by a rewrite rule:
where S is a variable of sort s → s . The right-hand side of this definition means that whenever the strategy map(S) is applied to a term t, either t is nil and nil is applied, or the strategy S is applied to the head of t (i.e. t should be a non-empty list) and map(S) is further applied to the tail of t.
This strategy definition substantially differs from the traditional functional definition (cf. [59] for instance) of the functor
However, a similar strategy definition can be formulated also using the strategy application symbol [ ]( ):
The
Rules involving strategies in conditions
As we have seen, labelled rules and strategies can only be applied at the root position of a given term. Congruence can directly be used in order to apply rules or strategies inside terms. But, in order to have an easier expression, we provide the possibility to apply labelled rules and strategies inside expressions. This facility is given by allowing strategy calls in matching conditions.
Let us now consider a more general form of a rule, defined as follows:
[ℓ] l → r where
where
• ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, p i and [S i ](c i ) have the same sort.
• ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n},
. . , S n are strategy terms and [ ]( ) is the application operator of strategies on terms.
The evaluation of a generalised matching condition p i := [S i ](c i ) involves the evaluation of c i and S i first, and then of the application operator [ ]( ). In general, this leads to a multiset of terms. Finally, the pattern p i is matched with each result in this multiset. If either the multiset is empty, or the matching condition is not satisfied, then the evaluation backtracks to the previous matching condition; otherwise, the evaluation sets a choice point and goes on with one of the returned terms. Therefore, a matching condition p i := [S i ](c i ) can be considered as membership modulo matching implemented using backtracking rather than an assignment statement.
Example 10
We could have defined the strategy operator map in a different way using the where construction with strategies:
where t 1 := [map(S)](t)
Strategies on strategy evaluation
A rule like map(S) → dc(nil, S · map(S)) recursively defines the strategy map. But applied without special strategy, it may lead to infinite computations. This justifies the concept of meta-strategies, i.e. strategies that control the rewriting of defined strategies.
Typically such a rule gives rise to a labelled rule
where x is a variable of sort s. The strategy given for the operator [ ]( ) controls application of this rule, using its label [DSTR] . This rule for the strategy map is a particular case of a general rule [DSTR] introduced later in Section 5.
Once strategy operators are defined, strategy terms are available and may be rewritten too. Rules that define a computation on strategy terms are evaluated exactly like rules on (ordinary) terms according to their labels and strategies that involve these labels.
Example 11 A few rules can be defined for instance to reduce strategy expressions.
Let us consider
When they are unlabelled as above, the rules are used by the evaluator to eagerly simplify the terms before each application of a labelled rule. When they are labelled as below:
the rule application must be controlled by a user defined strategy such as
and they are only applied at the root of terms with map as root symbol.
Another example of simplification rules on strategy terms is given by simplification rules for elementary strategies:
More sophisticated examples of using the strategy language can be found in [11] .
Labelled and unlabelled rules
The evaluation process considered here makes an important difference between labelled and unlabelled rules.
-Labelled rules are applied under the full control of strategies and only at the root of terms. -Unlabelled rules are intended to perform functional evaluation. Their lack of name means that they are supposed to be controlled by an implicit strategy, and actually they are applied using a leftmost innermost strategy. The set of unlabelled rules is required to be confluent and terminating for the leftmost innermost strategy. Of course, a sufficient condition is to have a confluent and terminating system which can be obtained through standard completion techniques. Few results are known on proving these properties under specific strategies [41, 3, 38] .
During the evaluation process, unlabelled rules are applied eagerly, before each application of labelled rules. Assuming that the set of unlabelled rules E is confluent and terminating, the congruence = E is decidable and a canonical representative of equivalence classes modulo E is the common E-normal form of all terms in the equivalence class. In presence of associative commutative axioms, E is an equational term rewriting systems and the notions of termination and confluence have to be refined to take into account the axioms. The interested reader can refer to [46, 51] for more details on this case. Labelled rules are applied at the root position of terms which are always in E normal form. This kind of rewriting process has been studied in [57, 70] .
Introducing these two kinds of rules gives the possibility to distinguish between computations, performed by unlabelled rules, and deductions, performed by labelled rules under certain strategies. This is a very convenient approach to implement deduction modulo [34] , or what is called in [7] the Poincaré Principle. The interest of distinguishing between logical deduction and computation in various areas of automated deduction and program construction is argued in [33] . ELAN can be considered as an implementation of these ideas in a first-order logic based context.
One goal of this paper is now to formalise this powerful kind of rules calling strategies in matching conditions, within conditional rewriting logic. We will proceed in two steps: first we recall conditional rewriting logic, and express sets of rewrite rules with matching conditions as theories of this logic. Second, we propose a canonical way to extend such theories by strategy operators and rules, and by the definition of the application operator [ ]( ).
Rewriting logic for rewrite rules with matching conditions
In this section, we use conditional rewriting logic [61] to formalise deduction with rewrite rules with matching conditions, and to take into account normalization with unlabelled rewrite rules, by working in equivalence classes of terms. In order to make the paper self-contained, we recall the main definitions as presented in [60] .
Syntax. The syntax needed for defining a logic is provided by a signature which allows building sentences. In rewriting logic, a signature consists of a 4-tuple Σ = (S, F , L, E), where S is a set of sort symbols, L and F are sets of ranked function symbols and E is a set of T (F , X )-equalities. In our approach, we consider E as the union of structural axioms A (such as commutativity and associativity) with a set U of unlabelled conditional rewrite rules with matching conditions. The equational rewrite system U is assumed to be confluent and terminating modulo A. Achieving these properties may involve advanced saturation techniques from automated theorem proving, such as proposed in [69, 67, 6, 64] . Equality in the theory E can be decided by rewriting modulo A with U and then checking A equivalence of the results.
Sentences built on a given signature are defined as sequents of the form π : t → t ′ where t, t ′ ∈ T (F , X ) and π is the proof term representing the proof that allows to derive t ′ from t. So in rewriting logic, proofs are first-order objects identified with proof terms. In order to compose proofs, we introduce the infix binary operator " ; " on proof terms. In order to record subproofs corresponding to matching conditions, we introduce the operator " { }" whose second argument is a list of subproofs of the first argument. Therefore a proof term is by definition a term built on equivalence classes of T (F , X ) /E , function symbols in F , label symbols in L, the composition operator " ; ", the subproof operator " { }". In other words, the set of proof terms is a subset of the domain of the term algebra
In order to be generic, we consider Synt a class of pairs (Σ, sen) consisting of a signature Σ together with a mapping sen associating to Σ the set of all legal sentences built on this signature.
Entailment systems. For a given class of syntax Synt and (Σ, sen) in Synt, a theory RT presented by a set of axioms Φ is the pair RT = (Σ, Φ) where Φ ⊆ sen(Σ). Given a signature Σ, an entailment system is an abstract description of the provability relation of a sentence φ. It can be defined from a given set of sentences (also called axioms) Φ and using logical rules.
In rewriting logic, in order to build the entailment system, the notion of rewrite theory is introduced and an appropriate deduction system allows us to inductively define the entailment relation.
A labelled rewrite theory is RT = (Σ, X , R) where Σ = (S, F , L, E) is a signature in rewriting logic, X is a given countably infinite set of variables, and R is a set of labelled rewrite rules. Using the notation u(x) to denote that Var(u) ⊆ x, rewrite rules are defined in [61] to be of the form:
We restrict this very general form to a more specific one that corresponds better to the evaluation mechanism of ELAN. Therefore, we consider labelled rewrite rules with matching conditions of the form:
where p 1 (y 1 ) := c 1 (x) ∧ . . . ∧ p n (y n ) := c n (x, y 1 , . . . , y n−1 ) where the matching conditions are gathered in a sequential conjunction, later denoted by C for short, i.e. a possibly empty list of couples from T (F , X ) × T (F , X ), separated by ∧. Note that the symbol ∧ is not assumed to be commutative in C. Let L(X ) be the set of linear terms of the form ℓ(x){y 1 · . . . · y n }, in which ℓ is a rewrite rule label from L and x, y 1 , . . . , y n are pairwise different variables occurring in this rewrite rule. The set x denotes variables occurring in the left-hand side and y i are variables introduced in the pattern of the i-th matching condition. The set of rules R is a subset of
A matching condition p(y) := c(x) will be evaluated by computing (modulo A) the U-normal form of an instance of c(x) into a term c ′ , followed by a match (modulo A) from p(y) to c ′ . If this condition succeeds, the term c ′ must be of the form (or Aequivalent to) p(v ′ ), where y → v is the matching substitution, and where v → v ′ denote the (simultaneous) derivations in the substitution part.
So the labelled rewrite rules with matching conditions above could be expressed as a conditional rules allowed in [61] :
where z is the sequence of all variables x, y 1 , . . . , y n occurring anywhere in the rule. In the following, we will freely choose the most adequate representation of rules, according to the considered problem. We will also use the more concise form [ℓ(z)] l → r where C.
A given labelled rewrite theory RT entails the sequent π : t → t ′ , written RT ⊢ π : t → t ′ , when π : t → t ′ is obtained by finite application of the deduction rules in Figure 1 . The notation α : w → w ′ is used to abbreviate the list of sequents α j : w j → w ′ j for j = 1, . . . , k.
Reflexivity. For all t ∈ T (F )
Fig. 1. ELAN Deduction Rules for Rewriting Logic
It is worth emphasising the slight differences with conditional rewriting logic. In addition to the fact that we consider here a structured class of theories for E (because of unlabelled rules), the conjunction of conditions is not commutative, since the order of matching conditions is relevant in our approach. Finally, concerning the deduction rules, one should notice that the Replacement rule is similar to its version in [61] , except for the structure of proof terms. Its hypotheses can be split into two parts: the first one (with proof terms α i and β i ) for the deductions in the substitution part, the second one (with proof terms γ i ) for the deductions in the matching conditions part, which appear as concatenated subproofs in the final proof term. The structure is actually just a syntactic facility that could be handled in the same way as conditions in [61] . Especially the proof term ℓ(α){γ 1 (α, β 1 ) · . . . · γ n (α, β 1 , . . . , β n )} is actually another notation for a proof term ℓ(δ, γ 1 , . . . , γ n ) in the notation of [61] , where δ stands for α, β 1 , . . . , β n . The former notation is better for displaying the proof term in a more structured way. This correspondence between the two notations allows directly reusing the results of [61] on equivalent proof terms. An equivalence on proof terms is defined by E and a set E R of equational axioms described in Figure 2 . This equivalence relation is important to relate, among derivations with the same result, those having equivalent proofs from a concurrent viewpoint. 
Rewrite theories of strategies
In this section, we show how to extend a theory of rewriting logic in order to define a theory for elementary and defined strategies. In this extended theory, it is then possible to write the generalised form of rewrite rules with strategies in matching conditions. In rewriting logic, each rewrite theory RT is enriched by new strategy sorts, new strategy operators and new rules, to obtain a strategy theory RT ES .
This section provides an axiomatisation via many-sorted rewrite theories of strategies, with the assumption that rewrite rules in the user's rewrite theory have their left and right-hand sides of the same sort. This also means that any derivation preserves the sort of terms. This has been extended to non-sort preserving rules in [11] .
The rewrite theory for strategies is an extension of the user's many-sorted rewrite theory RT , given by
The rewrite theory of strategies
extends the theory RT as defined below. We adopt here the flat and abbreviated representation of rules [ℓ(z)] l → r where C, where z is split into Var(l) = {z 1 , . . . , z k } and
Sorts: S ES is the disjoint union of S ∪ S E ∪ S I defined as follows:
• S E is the set of strategy sorts defined by:
• S I consists of all sorts MSet(s), for all s ∈ S ∪S E . They are used to type multisets of results.
Variables: Variables are taken from a set X ES = X ∪ X S E ∪ X S I , where X is the set of object variables that range over sorts s i ∈ S, and where X S I and X S E range respectively over sorts in S I and S E .
Functions: F ES is the disjoint union of F ∪ F I ∪ F E ∪ F D defined as follows.
• F I contains the function symbol for application of a strategy to a term of sort s ∈ S ∪ S E which has the following rank:
Since the result of strategies application is a multiset of terms, an abstract data type for multisets is used. It is obviously defined by two list-like constructors denoted by . and ∅ for the empty multiset. A derived union operation is denoted by ∪. A membership function is also provided. F I contains also operators defined over multisets, such as an application of a function f to multiset arguments w 1 , . . . , w n , or a replacement in a term t of variables x i by multisets of terms w i :
f ⋊ ⋉ (w 1 , . . . , w n ) = {f (e 1 , . . . , e n ) | e i ∈ w i , i = 1 . . . n}, and t ⋊ ⋉ (w 1 , . . . , w n ) = {t{x i → e i } | x i ∈ V ar(t), e i ∈ w i , i = 1, . . . , n},
The operator [[ ]]( ) is the generalisation of [ ]( ) on multisets of terms.
•
One can notice that all elementary strategy symbols but f and l are overloaded for all sorts of interest s.
• The set of defined strategy symbols F D (e.g. map) with rank:
where s 1 , . . . , s n ∈ S ∪ S E are sorts of the arguments, and s → s is the sort of the result.
We call elementary strategy terms the terms of
, one, all, select one, select all, select first, dk, dc, first, dc one, first one, repeat*, iterate*}) Unlabelled rewrite rules: E ES axiomatises operations on multisets of terms. Rules on multisets of terms are partly given in Figures 3 and 4 , and their full description is detailed in [11] . A part of them provides an axiomatisation for the membership relation of a term to the domain dom(S) of a strategy S, that is the set of terms t such that [S](t) is a non-empty multiset.
Additional operators defined over multisets, such as f ⋊ ⋉ and t
⋊ ⋉
, and the operator [[ ]]( ) on multisets are formally defined by rewrite rules too. Rewrite rules: R ES is the disjoint union of several subsets:
(1) Rules defining the congruence property. For any symbol f such that there exists an f ∈ F ES with rank f : (s 1 . . . s n ) s, with s, s 1 , . . . , s n ∈ S ES , a rewrite rule over the sort MSet(s) is generated:
where variables have types: x i : s i and S i : s i → s i . The label [FSYM] of this rule refers to the set of all rules generated by this schema (see Figure 5 ). (2) Rules defining label application. For any rewrite rule from R on sort s and of the form:
[ℓ(z)] l → r where C where z 1 , . . . , z k ∈ Var(l), X k+1 , . . . , X m / ∈ Var(l), and l : s, r : s with s ∈ S ES , a rewrite rule over the sort MSet(s) is added:
• at least one is defined by:
at least one(e.w, S) → true if e ∈ dom(S) at least one(e.w, S) → true if at least one(w, S)
• u ⋊ ⋉ is defined for any u ∈ T (F ES ∪ X ES ) with n variables by 2n + 1 rewriting rules:
, for any f ∈ F ES , can be considered as a special case of the previous definition in the following sense:
where variables have type z i : s i , for i = 1, . . . , k, strategy variables have type S i : s i → s i , for i = 1, . . . , k and X j : MSet(s j ) for j = k + 1, . . . , m. The intuition behind the construction says that parameters S 1 , . . . , S k corresponding to variables occurring in the left-hand side l can be strategies applied to values of variables z 1 , . . . , z k obtained after the matching of l. Other parameters are terms used for the construction of the right-hand side. The expression r
MSet(s i ), for i = 1, . . . , k, with terms X j . Again the label [RLAB] refers to the set of all rules generated by this schema (see Figure 5) where the condition "does not match" expresses the failure of matching, which itself can be expressed using rewrite rules [47] . (3) Rules defining identity, failure and concatenation, i.e. strategy operators id, fail, ; defined in Figure 5 . (4) Rules defining the semantics of strategy constructors one, all, select one, select all, select first given in Figure 6 . (5) Rules defining dk, dc, first, dc one, first one, repeat*, iterate* with respect to previous ones, given in Figure 7 . (6) Rules for defined strategies are built from rewrite rules on strategies. For each rule on sort s, either in an implicit form d(S 1 , . . . , S n ) → S, or in an explicit
, where d ∈ F D , S i for i = 1, . . . , n and S are strategy terms, x : s is a new variable in X , the following rewrite rule, labelled with [DSTR] , is added to the theory:
where 
, the previous construction generates the following strategy symbols:
where Assuming that the signature of the symbol + is (s s) s, one [RLAB] rewrite rule is generated for the rewrite rule ℓ
[REP] repeat*(S) → first(S ; repeat*(S), id)
[ITE] iterate*(S) → dk(S ; iterate*(S), id) We have now reached the point where general rules calling strategies in matching conditions are rewrite rules in the rewrite theory of strategies RT ES . Looking now at the whole set of rewrite rules with matching conditions constructed in R ES , we can state the following properties.
Theorem 14
The rewrite theory of strategies RT ES has the following properties:
• E ES is confluent and terminating.
• R ES is not terminating in general.
• The application function [ ]( ) is completely defined over ES.
• R ES is not confluent. However using ordered rewriting makes this problem disappear.
Proof: The proofs are just sketched here. More details can be found in [11] .
• E ES is confluent and terminating because rules in this system define functions by structural induction on their arguments. currently on a same expression. However using a strategy that applies these rules in the given order makes this problem disappear. Note that in this case, there is no difference between select one and select first, which actually corresponds to the current implementation in ELAN of the strategy language.
On ELAN's implementation
The evaluation mechanism of the ELAN language relies on the concepts described in Sections 4 and 5. There are very few points that deviate from what has been presented, and that relate to implementation choices.
First, we distinguish two classes of strategies in the language, but this distinction is historical and only relies at the implementation level, in the way their evaluation is implemented. More precisely, application of an elementary strategy S on a term t, denoted (S)t, is performed by a C function generated by ELAN. On the contrary, when S is a defined strategy, the application of S on a term t, denoted [S]t, is performed by an ELAN program, called the strategy meta-interpreter.
Rules that define the result of the application of a defined strategy to a term and involve implicitly or explicitly the application operator are used by the strategy meta-interpreter, and applied with a strategy eval defined in the meta-interpreter. They are labelled by a special label [.] . Indeed the meta-interpreter, designed as an ELAN program, can be modified or enriched by another evaluation strategy.
In ELAN, once strategy operators are defined, strategy terms are available and may be rewritten too. Rules that define a computation on strategy terms are evaluated exactly like rules on (ordinary) terms:
• If the rule is unlabelled, the leftmost innermost predefined strategy of the interpreter is applied.
• When the rule is labelled by [ℓ] , it is used by the ELAN interpreter as any other labelled rule governed by a strategy. So the user has to provide a strategy involving ℓ.
More details on the language are available in the ELAN manual [13] .
Applications
Computational processes can in general be naturally expressed as instances of a general schema that consists of applying transformation rules on formulas with some strategy, until reaching specific normal forms. These processes are easily expressed in ELAN and we have experimented with many applications that have been modelized in this way. Full details together with the source code can be found on the ELAN web page at elan.loria.fr: we give below a short description and reference on some of them.
Programming: One of the first applications was to prototype the fundamental mechanisms of logic and functional programming languages like first-order resolution and λ-calculus. The general framework of Constraint Logic Programming [44] can be easily designed in the ELAN framework [50] , since its operational semantics is clearly formalised as rewrite rules, although the application strategy is often defined in an informal way. Some implementations [10] related to a calculus of explicit substitutions (the first-order rewrite system λσ that mimics λ-calculus) open the way of implementing higher-order logic programming languages via a first-order setting.
Another calculus of explicit substitutions based on the π-calculus is used to provide a formal specification of Input/Output for ELAN [70] . The matching power allows also us to easily formalize object oriented features at the semantics level [27] as well as implementation levels [36, 35] .
Proving: ELAN was used to implement a predicate prover based on the rules proposed by J.-R. Abrial, and implemented in the B-tools [1] . We developed also a propositional sequent calculus, completion procedures for rewrite systems [52] , and sufficient conditions for the termination problem. In particular, criteria for termination have been designed thanks to automata techniques [39] . In addition, a library for automata construction and manipulation has been designed. Approximation automata are used to check conditions for reachability, sufficient completeness, absence of conflicts in systems described by non-conditional rewrite rules [39] . Timed automata is a particular class of continuous real-time models of reactive systems for which model-checking algorithms have been designed and prototyped in ELAN [8] .
The verification of protocols can also be easily and efficiently designed in ELAN.
In particular the experiments reported in [26] show very competitive performances together with high level, abstract and re-usable design. Extended Narrowing And Resolution (ENAR) is a proof search method introduced by Dowek, Hardin and Kirchner [34] for automating deduction in the context of Deduction Modulo. A first implementation that integrates constrained resolution and narrowing on propositions has been written in ELAN [68] . By using the ELAN compiler we obtain speeds that are sufficient to conduct meaningful experiments. Rewriting plays an important role in proof assistants, but up to now their use of rewriting was either inefficient or potentially unsafe, depending on the way it was implemented. On the skeptical (and therefore safe) way we have designed a cooperation schema between COQ and ELAN [2] that provides a safe as well as efficient way to implement normalization in proof assistants. This is extended to deal with conditional rewriting modulo associativity and commutativity in [63] .
Solving: The notion of rewriting controlled by strategies is used in [50] to describe in a unified way the constraint solving mechanism as well as the meta-language needed to manipulate the constraints. This provides programs that are very close to the proof theoretical setting used now to describe constraint manipulations like unification or numerical constraint solving. ELAN offers a constraint programming environment where the formal description of a constraint solver is directly executable. ELAN has been tested on several examples of constraint solvers for various computation domains and combinations like abstract domains [50, 66] (term algebras) and more concrete ones (booleans, integers, reals). In [18, 19] , it is shown how to use computational systems as a general framework for handling Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSP for short). The approach leads to the design in ELAN of COLETTE [20] , a solver for constraints over integers and finite domains. A generalisation of the ELAN strategy language is proposed in [12] for programming the cooperation of constraint solvers.
Another class of applications that can be identified concerns proof and program transformations. In particular XML transformations are currently formalized in ELAN giving a formal semantics to XSLT [49] .
Conclusion
To sum-up, we have given a rewriting logic based presentation of the specificities of ELAN. This covers in particular the first class role of rewrite rules and of strategies, as well as the main distinction between non-named rules that implement functional computations and named rules that allow the user to direct the reduction mechanism. This formalism is extremely useful to give a semantics to the top level evaluation mechanism. It is less convenient to describe the details of the evaluation mechanism.
For that purpose, a different semantics can be given to ELAN using a functional approach [15, 17] , or more generally using the rewriting calculus [21] , a uniform extension of both rewriting and the lambda calculus which is developed in the untyped [25, 23] , simply typed [24] or generally typed [28] cases.
The rewriting calculus, also called ρ-calculus, allows us to deal with explicit rule application, explicit handling of result sets, and is parameterised by a matching theory T . The ρ-calculus allows a uniform combination of first-order and higherorder computations, and application of strategies (high-order objects) to terms is a special instance of this calculus. This general setting provides capability to extend the framework of the ELAN system. Other possible extensions are to consider rewrite rules with constraints, and to provide in the language structured objects, in the line of object-oriented languages.
